MEMBERSHIP AGREEMENT
of
INTERNATIONAL IP INTERCONNECTION FORUM
(“i3forum”)

This Membership Agreement of i3forum (this "Agreement") is entered by and among the undersigned ("Member") and the Members (as defined in the Bylaws), as well as by and among any other parties that subsequently enter into this Agreement as of the date on which they execute it.

In consideration of their participation in development, definition and promotion of the Deliverables, and in consideration of all other Members entering into Agreements in identical form and all future parties who wish to participate as Members entering into such an Agreement as a condition of becoming a Member (such that all Members shall be regarded as parties to a single instance of this Agreement), each Member agrees to the following:

Agrees to the i3Forum Bylaws, as duly revised from time to time.

Agrees to the i3Forum IPR Policy, as duly revised from time to time.

Agrees to the i3Forum Antitrust Policy, as duly revised from time to time.

Agrees to abide by the Procedures for Work Groups and Support Groups, as duly revised from time to time.

Agrees to pay the annual membership fee associated with the below selected Membership Level.

The parties agree any reproduction of this Agreement made by reliable means (for example, photocopy or facsimile) is an original.

Membership Level: (check one) Membership Category: (check one)

_____ Full Member: $10,000 per year  _____ International Carrier

_____ Observer Member: $7,000 per year  _____ Service provider

_____ Partner Member: no cost  _____ Vendor

_____  _____ Partner

(Media/Analyst, Institution, Individual)
ACCEPTED AND AGREED TO FOR:

MEMBER

By: __________________________

Name: __________________________ (please print)

Title: __________________________

Date: __________________________

COMPANY NAME __________________________

ADDRESS __________________________

________________________

________________________